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Untangling the Web 
of Synthetic IDs



Setting the Stage
In 2006, James Rose, a former credit bureau operator living in Arizona, was sentenced to nearly six 
years in prison for defrauding financial institutions of around $750,000 over two years.

Rose started his own credit reporting business after deciding other bureaus took too long to provide 
credit histories. Later, he used his knowledge of the system to obtain credit cards for as many as 500 
fake personas. As part of his scheme, he and an accomplice rented 200 apartments across 14 states, 
set up shell companies to feed data to the credit bureaus, and enhanced the credit histories of these fake 
persons.

Then, using their credit cards, the partners “bought” goods and services, mostly from their shell companies. 
After the shell companies received payments from the card-issuing banks to cover the purchases, Rose 
withdrew cash from the dummy companies’ bank accounts.

Rose was small-time compared to a New York man who in 2017 pled guilty to defrauding businesses and 
financial institutions out of $200 million. Habib Chaudhry was indicted along with at least 20 others for 
fabricating more than 7,000 identities. Using 1,800 mailing addresses across 28 states and eight countries, 
the crime ring acquired more than 25,000 credit cards, which they then used to borrow and spend huge sums 
without making good on the debt.
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Synthetic identity 
fraud is more 
sophisticated, far 
harder to detect, 
and is the fastest 
growing type of 
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Introduction
While fraud has been around since humans began bargaining centuries ago, advances in technology have 
created a landscape where it’s possible for people who don’t really exist to make transactions and funnel cash 
to genuine thieves.

Known as synthetic identity fraud, this crime is far more insidious than posing as another person to open a 
department store account. It is more sophisticated, far harder to detect and is, by some estimates, the fastest 
growing type of fraud on the planet, costing businesses billions of dollars each year. 

This paper explores:

How It
Works

Who Is
Affected

Extent of
the Problem

Why It’s
Happening

What To Do
About It
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HOW IT WORKS
Unlike identity theft, in which a criminal poses as another person using that person’s actual 
information, synthetic identity fraudsters typically combine fictitious and sometimes real 
information, such as fake names and addresses and real Social Security numbers. The result is 
what appears to be an actual person but is in fact a made up, or synthetic, identity.

Synthetic identity fraudsters are some of the most patient criminals on earth. To bolster the 
appearance of legitimacy, they often weave a complex system of fraudulent online identities, 
dummy addresses and other tactics that can be very difficult to detect until it’s too late. They 
may wait months or years before they pull the trigger — or “bust out” — after drawing multiple 
businesses into their web, creating tens of thousands or millions of dollars of losses along the way.

Synthetic identities 
appear to be actual 
people but are, in 
fact, made up, or 
synthetic identities.
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There are three common methods used to legitimize synthetic identities.
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Creating a fake identity is only one step in the chain of fraud. In most cases, fraudsters will use their new identities to apply for credit, such as 
through a store credit card or wireless account. The application is almost always denied initially, due to insufficient data, but the traditional credit 
bureaus establish a credit profile based on that inquiry. Armed with this, the fraudster then applies for other credit accounts, methodically building up 
a credit report to gain ownership of multiple cards that he or she can max out with no intention of paying back. 

New Credit Profiles 1

This method requires a partnership. Criminals with synthetic identities pay account holders with good credit to designate them as authorized users 
on their accounts. The fraudsters typically have no intention of using the account for purchases; instead, they wait to allow the account holder’s 
good credit record to rub off on them. Now, bolstered with good credit records of their own, the thieves can open accounts with the synthetic ID to 
expand their access to more funds. 

Piggybacking 2

Conspirators within a business may try to supply payment history on its fake customers to credit reporting agencies. The insider reports the 
“payments” that a synthetic identity makes to the business’ credit account, thus boosting the synthetic identity’s credit score. This allows the fraudster 
to open new accounts and eventually max out credit. The criminal may then simply vanish, claim identity theft to have charges removed, (also called 
“credit washing”) or use fake checks to pay off balances before maxing out credit again and defaulting.

Data Furnishing - an inside job 3

https://inspiredelearning.com/blog/synthetic-identity-fraud-another-weapon-fraudsters/


Lenders not only suffer the losses when a fraudster 
defaults, they are affected in other ways as well,  
including time and resources spent trying to collect from 
phantom consumers and addressing disputes with them. 
Consumer protection laws tend to ensure that someone 
whose identity has been stolen will not be responsible for 
compensating businesses for fraud committed, so claims 
of identity theft become a favorite ploy for the fraudster.

Information used to build a synthetic identity — like 
a stolen Social Security number — may tie back to a 
real person and impact that person’s ability to secure 
credit. A popular tactic of stealing children’s Social 
Security numbers means that it may only be a matter 
of time until young adults find themselves unable to 
secure credit because of years-long criminal use of 
their information.

WHO IS AFFECTED?WHO IS AFFECTED?WHO IS AFFECTED?
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Experts say the difficulty of distinguishing between synthetic fraudsters and delinquent real customers makes it difficult to quantify the problem. 
Still, there are some compelling estimates:

The Federal Reserve Bank reports  
that synthetic fraud accounted for

$6 billion
in losses to  

U.S. lenders in 2016.

The Federal Trade Commission  
cites synthetic identity fraud as the  

fastest-growing type of fraud, 
comprising

80% to 85%
of all identity fraud  

cases in the U.S. 

A study conducted by AI company  
Coalesce estimates that synthetic  
identities account for slightly more 

than

20%
of all losses in  

a given loan portfolio,
even though they account for  

less than 1% of all loans.

EXTENT OF THE PROBLEMEXTENT OF THE PROBLEMEXTENT OF THE PROBLEM
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Contributing Factors
A variety of factors have made it easier for criminals to forge synthetic identities and defraud businesses. One is the advent of CPNs, known as 
credit privacy numbers, credit profile numbers or consumer protection numbers.

Often sold as “credit repair” or “credit washing” tools by unscrupulous businesses and individuals, CPNs are nine-digit numbers that mimic 
Social Security numbers (SSNs). It is illegal to use a CPN when required to use a SSN, but shady companies often tout them as a legal 
way to reestablish a clean credit record to bypass the use of a SSN tied to bad debt. Honest people deceived by CPN scams have even faced 
charges; and criminals have represented them as SSNs to forge synthetic identities.

In recent years, SSNs have become even less identifiable, as the old system of assigning geographic context with the first three numbers 
gave way to randomly generated SSNs — opening up a flood of new problems. The root cause dates back to the late 1980s, when the U.S. 
government decided that to receive a tax deduction for a child, taxpayers had to provide an associated SSN. This meant that, at birth, children 
were assigned SSNs, most of which would not be 
used until they were in their late teens. The change in 
law, combined with the federal government’s decision 
to randomize SSNs back in 2011, created this new 
vulnerability. As mentioned earlier, the industry may begin 
to see many young victims around 2028-2030 when they 
begin their credit journeys with compromised SSNs.

Finally, fraudsters know the law and exploit it to their benefit. According to the Federal 
Reserve, criminals know that banks and credit bureaus have limited time to review 
fraud disputes under the Fair Credit Reporting Act. They often take advantage of this 
window and bombard financial institutions with large numbers of claims, counting on 
an institution running out of time to conduct a full investigation. This prevents disputed 
information from negatively affecting the synthetic identity’s credit report.

WHY IT’S HAPPENINGWHY IT’S HAPPENINGWHY IT’S HAPPENING
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Criminals know that banks and 
credit bureaus have limited time 
to review fraud disputes under 
the Fair Credit Reporting Act.
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with compromised SSNs
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https://tradelinesupply.com/whats-a-cpn-and-why-dont-we-accept-them/


A SSN Issued After 2011

Multiple identities with the same SSN

Credit file depth that is inconsistent with 
customer age or other profile information

Multiple authorized users 
on the same account

Use of secured credit lines or 
piggybacking to build credit

Multiple applications from the same phone 
number, mailing address or IP address

Synthetic IDs Typically Have

Relatives

Criminal Records

Rent Payment History

Utility Payment History

General History
(Did this person simply 
“appear” at age 40?)

Synthetic IDs Typically Don’t Have

How To Identify Synthetic Activity
Synthetic identities often go undetected, and the losses they facilitate are mixed in with credit losses instead of fraud. This misclassification can 
result in an institution letting its guard down, not identifying fraudulent activity, and not embedding adequate defenses to prevent fraud in the future. 

WHAT TO DO ABOUT ITWHAT TO DO ABOUT ITWHAT TO DO ABOUT IT
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How To Combat Synthetic Identity Fraud
Once synthetic identities have infiltrated a company’s system and the credit reporting ecosystem, patience will be required, since it may take time 
to untangle them. Here are a few rules of thumb to keep in mind.
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Set a clear definition of what constitutes a synthetic identity. Each 
institution needs a clear understanding of the parameters in order to 
build processes to detect and avoid synthetic ID fraud.

KYC (Know Your Customer). Solid authentication and verification 
procedures must be consistently applied at every point of entry. 
By using the clear synthetic definition established by the financial 
institution, KYC should be earmarked for specific synthetic ID 
behavior.

As synthetics are identified, closely analyze internal and external 
indicators and trends that can be incorporated into process 
training. For example:

•   Account usage trends (where and when are suspect synthetics 
shopping).

•   Account payment trends (what is the size and pace of 
payments; verify with the issuing bank).

•   Charge-off trends. 

•   Credit trends (risk scores, tradelines, inquiries, length of time 
on file and activity).

•   Velocity of certain types of credit activity.

•   Recency of risky activity.

 A strong data strategy considering a variety of sources and strict internal controls is essential. This includes:

•   An actionable system that can help determine what data elements mean and what to do with them, and internal processes to prevent synthetic 
identities from being used in the future. Internal management of identified synthetics should include consistent data reporting policies related to 
treatment of synthetic tradelines. To prevent perpetuation of nefarious activity, lenders should close, not delete, accounts related 
to confirmed synthetic activity. It’s also important to identify and track synthetic losses as fraud so that losses can’t hide in the shadows of 
bad debt.

•   Use of the Social Security Administration’s Consent Based Social Security Number Verification service (CBSV). CBSV provides 
verification of an applicant’s name, SSN, and date of birth pursuant to source records of the Social Security Administration Master File. 
Institutions using the system must obtain permission from applicants to verify their information. The SSA is developing a new electronic CBSV 
system (eCBSV) that will allow institutions to obtain consumer consent via electronic signature.

1
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https://www.usafact.com/press-releases/consent-based-social-security-number-verification/


Synthetic identity fraudsters are deceptive and difficult to identify. Though the problem is growing, institutions are adapting and learning new 
ways to combat synthetics. One of those strategies is to leverage QuestionableID™ from Innovis, a detection engine that spies on synthetic ID 
fraud across the entire customer lifecycle.

•   Identifies accounts with a high likelihood of being associated 
with a synthetic ID, targeting the most questionable identities 
with minimal impact on good customers.

•   Recognizes attributes and patterns of a synthetic ID, and 
monitors identities beyond account opening, to alert a lender 
to suspicious behaviors that develop over time.

•   Offers custom batch runs that help identify potential synthetic 
vulnerabilities in a current portfolio. These customer batch 
runs are especially important to avoid wasting resources on 
accounts likely misidentified as bad debt.

Work with Innovis to untangle the web of synthetic ID fraud. To learn more about synthetic 
identity fraud or QuestionableID, we invite you to email our team at info@innovis.com.
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